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Languages don’t all have the same number of terms for colours – scientists have a new theory why

Tal Shinar, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Betsy A. Conway, National Institutes of Health

People across the globe all see millions of distinct colours. But the terms we use to describe them vary across cultures. New cognitive science research suggests it’s about what we want to communicate…
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Cleome trees were hugely complex and very different to those we have now.
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The new atheists are not atheist enough

The new atheists are a diverse bunch. Philosophers, scientists, "public intellectuals" such as Daniel Dennett, Richard Dawkins or Sam Harris covered much of the non-fiction trade publishing market in the early 2000s writing about the intellectual and moral virtues of being atheist. Ironically, many of them are revered in some circles like prophets – media-savvy prophets with a couple of million Twitter followers.

Yet, new atheism is a controversial movement.

Many new atheists, including Dennett or Dawkins, have been criticized for being too radical. The phrase "militant atheism" is often thrown about. The general worry is that they have little patience or compassion for religious people and the reasons why they choose religion.

A second wave of new atheism in the 2010s, championed by philosophers Philip Kitcher or Alain de Botton, sometimes widely referred to as "Atheism 2.0", is more tolerant. It is atheist with a human face, and its proponents try to engage with religious people on equal footing and with compassion.
The new atheists are a diverse bunch. Philosophers, scientists, "public intellectuals" such as Daniel Dennett, Richard Dawkins or Sam Harris cornered much of the non-fiction trade publishing market in the early 2000s writing about the intellectual and moral virtues of being atheist. Ironically, many of them are revered in some circles like prophets – media-savvy prophets with a couple of million Twitter followers.

Yet, new atheism is a controversial movement.

Many new atheists, including Dennett or Dawkins, have been criticised for being too radical. The phrase “militant atheist” is often thrown about. The general worry is that they have little patience or compassion for religious people and the reasons why they choose religion.

A second wave of new atheism in the 2010s, championed by philosophers Philip Kitcher or Alain de Botton, sometimes wittily referred to as "Atheism 2.0", is more tolerant. It is atheism with a human face, and its proponents try to engage with religious people on equal footings and with compassion.
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The IQ test wars: why screening for intelligence is still so controversial

John, 12-years-old, is three times as old as his brother. [How old](https://www.stanfordbinet.net/stanfordbinettest) will John be when he is twice as old as his brother?

Two families go bowling. While they are bowling, they order a pizza for £12, six sodas for £1.25 each, and two large buckets of popcorn for £10.86. If they are going to split the bill between the families, [how much](http://www.tests.com/practice/WISC-Practice-Test) does each family owe?

> 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, ?, 64. [What number is missing](http://uk.businessinsider.com/mensa-iq-test-questions-2016-2) from the sequence?

These are questions from online Intelligence Quotient or IQ tests. Tests that purport to measure your intelligence can be [verbal](http://wechsleritest.com/), meaning written, or [non-verbal](https://www.psychologytoday.com/tests/iq/culture-fair-iq-test), focusing on abstract reasoning independent of reading and writing skills. First created more than a century ago, the tests are still widely used today to measure an individual's mental agility and ability.

[Education](http://www.apa.org/monitor/feb03/intelligent.aspx) systems use IQ tests to help identify children for special education and gifted education programmes and to offer extra support. Researchers across the social and hard sciences study IQ test results also looking at everything from their relation to [genetics](http://www.nature.com/ng/journal/v49/n7/full/ng.3869.html), [socio-economic
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